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ABSTRACT

Recent miniaturization of cooling systems has demanded better designing tools for
compact heat exchangers. Forced two-phase flow through small channels is an effective way to
better performance in a limited space. However, the characteristics of flow boiling in small
channels differ from those in regular size channels, prompting a need for better understanding and
development of predictive tools.
The characteristics of flow boiling in compact heat exchangers with parallel rectangular
mini-channels of cross sections 0.50 x 0.50 mm, 0.75 x 0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x
1.50 mm were experimentally investigated. Acetone was the fluid of choice, and the heat
exchangers consisted of rectangular aluminum blocks with the mini-channels machined along its
length. Various parameters and their influence over the two-phase heat transfer coefficient and
two-phase frictional pressure drop were studied.
The two-phase heat transfer coefficient was found independent of quality for the range
tested, except at low qualities. It was also found to be independent of mass flux, and mostly
dependent of heat flux. These observations indicate a dominance of a mechanism similar to
nucleate boiling. The correlation by Lee and Mudawar (2005) predicted the two-phase heat
transfer coefficient with good agreement for the quality range of 0.05 to 0.50. Correlations
developed for regular size channels generally overpredicted the data.
The two-phase frictional pressure drop was found to increase with mass flux and exit
quality, as expected. The classical separated flow model by Lockhart and Martinelli (1949)
predicted the trend of two-phase frictional pressure drop with good agreement. Other variations of
the separated flow model also predicted the data well for particular cases, but all homogeneous
pressure drop models under predicted the data.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Research related to compact heat exchangers has expanded in the last few years. Advances
in fabrication technologies and demand for compact cooling systems with high performance have
stimulated its growth. Some of the current industrial applications involving compact heat
exchangers are cooling of electronics, refrigeration systems, and cooling systems for the
automotive industry. A common characteristic in compact heat exchangers is the high surface
area per volume ratio.
Forced flow through small channels is commonly used in compact heat exchangers. It is
an effective way to improve the efficiency in heat transfer, use less material and fluid, save space,
and reduce operational costs. Single- and two-phase flows are generally used in the
aforementioned devices. Better heat transfer performance and more uniform temperature are
advantages of the two-phase flow. However, different from the single-phase flow in small
channels, flow boiling characteristics generally differ from those observed in regular size
channels because of the complex nature of two-phase heat transfer. Thus, there is a need for better
understanding of flow boiling in small channels in compact heat exchangers.
The present work experimentally investigated the characteristics of flow boiling in
compact heat exchangers with parallel rectangular mini-channels of cross sections 0.50 x 0.50
mm, 0.75 x 0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x 1.50 mm. The experimental apparatus was built
in a manner to reassemble a commercial application of compact heat exchangers.
The characteristics of flow boiling in small channels were experimentally investigated.
Acetone was circulated through compact heat exchangers with rectangular mini-channels. The
heat exchangers consisted of rectangular aluminum blocks with the mini-channels machined
along its length.

1

The influence of various parameters over the heat transfer and pressure drop was
investigated for the different test sections. These were essential in order to determine a dominant
heat transfer mechanism. The results were compared with available predictive methods for both
two-phase heat transfer and pressure drop. Both classical correlations developed for regular size
channels and correlations more recently developed for small channels were used. The objective
was to verify the applicability of these methods as designing tools for future applications.

2

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Two-phase flow research in small channels will be presented in this section. These are
clearly subdivided in studies covering two-phase heat transfer and two-phase pressure drop. The
literature covering two-phase flow in regular size channels was not reviewed in this work,
although it is referred later. Two-phase heat transfer research will be covered chronologically,
while two-phase pressure drop research is subdivided into homogeneous and separated flow
models. Some studies presenting visualization results also are covered in this section.
In this investigation, small channels refer to hydraulic diameters of 3 mm or less. Minichannels refer to the range between 3 mm and 200 μm, and micro-channels refer to the range
between 200 μm and 10 μm. This classification of mini- and micro-channels was proposed by
Kandlikar (2001) and is widely accepted. Although other classifications were proposed, it is not
the objective of this work to reclassify its nomenclature.

2.1. Two-phase heat transfer in small channels

High performance electronics and other applications requiring high heat flux removal have
created a demand for new thermal systems to assure its proper operation. In Kandlikar and Bapat
(2007), the current research in different methods for high heat flux removal was evaluated.
Among them is flow boiling in mini- and micro-channels, where the authors empathized the need
of further work to better understand the mechanisms resulting from the small hydraulic diameters,
since the model for regular size channels do not suit adequately. Kandlikar (2005) pointed out
some major advantages of a two phase flow system in micro-channels as: very high heat transfer
coefficients when compared to single phase flow, reduced mass flow rates because of the use of

3

latent heat, and the uniform fluid temperature along the channel as opposed to a single-phase
case.
Bergles and Dormer (1969) was one of the first studies in the literature involving small
circular tubes as small as 1.57 mm. They observed severe instabilities in both single and multiple
channels that may limit the heat flux, and suggested a flow restriction at the inlet to minimize
pressure instabilities. Lazarek and Black (1982) were the first to propose a correlation specifically
for saturated boiling in small tubes. They tested vertical circular tubes of diameter 3 mm with R113 flow. The saturated two-phase heat transfer coefficient was a strong function of heat flux and
independent of quality according to experimental results. That led to the nucleate boiling
dominant assumption. Contrary to previous two-phase heat transfer models developed for regular
channels, the authors did not use the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter because their Nusselt number
was found to be independent of it. The two phase heat transfer coefficient was then given by:

30

.

.

(1)

A decade later, Peng and Wang (1993) investigated flow boiling of subcooled water
flowing through multiple rectangular channels of cross section 0.60 x 0.70 mm. They observed
bubbles in the inlet mixing chambers but not in the channels. Although bubbles were absent in the
channels, experimental results indicated that nucleate boiling was the dominant heat transfer
mechanism. This warned future researchers for the need of high speed and high resolutions
cameras to capture flow characteristics in small passages. Wambsganss et al. (1993) studied
boiling heat transfer of R-113 in small diameters and compared the results with ten flow boiling
correlations available at the time. The data was in good agreement with Lazarek and Black
(1982), where they used the same fluid and similar conditions in their empirical correlation. A
statistical comparison is shown in Table 2.1 between different correlations evaluated in this study.
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They also concluded that nucleate boiling was the dominant heat transfer mechanism, adding that
heat transfer coefficients are a strong function of heat flux and weakly dependent on mass flux
and quality. Bowers and Mudawar (1994) used R-113 in mini- and micro-channels heat sinks to
study two-phase flow. They concluded that both heat transfer and pressure drop behave
differently from what is expected in regular size channels.
Table 2.1 – Comparison between data and correlations by Wambsganss et al. (1993).

In an effort to better understand the influence of geometry, Peng et al. (1995) tested five
different sets of rectangular small grooves in stainless steel plates using methanol as fluid. Heat
transfer was seen to be enhanced as the number of channels increased, pointing towards an
optimal geometry but no conclusion was made. Nucleate boiling was taken as the dominant
mechanism and appears to be intensified when compared to regular size channels. Mass flux and
liquid subcooling at the inlet appeared to have no effect in the two-phase flow. Tran et al. (1996)
compared flow boiling of R-12 in circular and rectangular small tubes equivalent in hydraulic
diameters (2.4 mm). No noticeable difference was found between the two geometries. They also
obtained data from tests involving flow boiling of R-113 in a 2.92 mm diameter circular tube.
Nucleate boiling was dominant over the full range of qualities, as the heat transfer coefficient was
seen to be dependent on heat flux and not on mass flux, shown in Fig. 2.1, except at the lowest

5

wall superheats where convective boiling was dominant. Also, the heat transfer coefficient was
seen to be independent of quality for values above 0.2. The authors correlated the data with the
Weber number instead of Reynolds number, to eliminate viscous effects in favor of surface
tension. The Tran et al. (1996) correlation is given by:

8.4×10

.

.

(2)

Figure 2.1 – Heat transfer coefficients for different mass and heat fluxes in Tran et al. (1996).
Kew and Cornwell (1997) observed variations of the heat transfer coefficient with quality.
The authors used single circular tubes of diameters between 1.39 and 3.69 mm with R-141b flow.
The classical regular size tube correlations performed poorly when applied for the smaller tubes.
Some observations of the heat transfer coefficient behavior include: at high mass flux it falls
rapidly with increasing quality; it increases under some conditions with increasing quality; it
increases with heat flux at low qualities; at higher qualities, it is a function of quality and
independent of heat flux. The authors suggested that intermittent dry-out occurs at very low
qualities thus reducing the heat transfer coefficient. Experimental observations, reproduced in
Fig. 2.2, indicated the presence of the following flow regimes: isolated bubble, confined bubble,
annular slug flow, and partial dry-out. A modification of Lazarek and Black (1982) was
6

presented by Kew and Cornwell (1997), but no improvement in the prediction of data was
reported. The correlation is given by:
.

30

.

.

1

(3)

Figure 2.2 – Flow regimes observed by Kew and Cornwell (1997): Isolated bubble (IB), confined
bubble (CB), annular slug flow (ASF), and partial dry-out (PD).
Yan and Lin (1998) proposed new coefficients for the regular size tube correlation by
Kandlikar (1990), based on his experimental data from multiple circular tubes of diameter 2 mm
with R-134a flow. The heat transfer coefficient increased with increasing heat flux except at high
qualities. It also increased with increasing saturated temperature. An increase in mass flux
increased the heat transfer coefficient at low heat fluxes only. The resulting correlation is given
by:
1

,

,

.

(4)

(5)

,

where the constants are listed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 – Constants for Eqs. (4) and (5) from Yan and Lin (1998).

Results indicating that the two-phase heat transfer coefficient varies with quality, mass
flux, and heat flux were presented by Ravigururajan (1998). Flow boiling in 54 parallel channels
of hydraulic diameter 0.425 mm using R-124 as the fluid was investigated. The mass flux
influence was not clearly identified, but the heat transfer coefficient was seen to decrease with
increasing quality between 0.01 and 0.15, after that, and up to a quality 0.35, it had a steady
behavior. This trend is shown in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3 – Effect of quality on the two-phase heat transfer coefficient in Ravigururajan (1998).
Comparing different fluids for the same conditions, Bao et al. (2000) observed that heat
transfer coefficients were similar for R-11 and R-123 flow in a single circular tube of 1.95 mm
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diameter. Nucleate boiling is seen to be the dominant mechanism once that the heat transfer
coefficient is independent of mass flux and quality, but a strong function of heat flux and system
pressure. No correlation was able to predict the experimental data over the whole range
examined.
Extending the authors previous work in Kew and Cornwell (1997), Lin et al. (2001) tested
small circular and square tubes with R-141b flow. They noticed the heat transfer coefficient was a
strong function of heat flux and quality, but a weak function of mass flux. They observed that
both nucleate and convective boiling occur during flow boiling in small channels. These
observations led to the boiling map presented in Fig. 2.4. The map may be divided into three
regions: a nucleate boiling region where the heat transfer coefficient is independent of mass flux,
a convective boiling region where the heat transfer coefficient is independent of heat flux and
increases with increase in quality, and a partial dry-out region where the heat transfer coefficient
decreases with quality. The experimental data had a good agreement with the pool boiling
correlation by Cooper (1984).

Figure 2.4 – Sketch of boiling curves presented by Lin et al. (2001).
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Lee and Lee (2001a) used rectangular gaps with variable height and fixed width (20 mm)
to study flow boiling of R-113. The two-phase heat transfer coefficient increased with mass flux
and quality while the effect of heat flux was minor. These were taken as indication of convective
boiling dominant mechanism. As the gap was reduced the effect of mass flux became smaller and
the effect of quality became greater. The authors proposed the assumption of film around the
vapor core in predicting the data. The correlation proposed for Re ≤ 200 is given by:
10.3

.

l

.

(6)

As the experimental results in literature indicate some disagreement, observation studies
become more important to understand the heat transfer mechanisms. Kandlikar et al. (2001)
reported various flow regimes for flow boiling water in six parallel channels of hydraulic
diameter 1 mm. Nucleate boiling, bubbly flow, slug flow, annular-slug flow, annular-slug flow
with nucleate boiling, and dry-out were observed. Nucleate boiling and bubbly flow were seen to
occur in subcooled flow. In the annular slug flow with nucleate boiling, the annular liquid film
boils at nucleation sites along the channel walls. Reverse flow was observed as vapor slugs
expand along the channel generating severe pressure fluctuations.
In Jiang et al. (2001), water flow boiling in arrays of channels as small as 26 μm was
investigated. Due to the micro-scale size of the channels, a stable vapor core is established at an
early stage, such that evaporation at the liquid-film/vapor-core interface becomes the dominant
heat transfer mechanism over a wide range of heat fluxes. Bubble generation and unstable annular
flow were also observed, as shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 – Flow patterns observed with increasing heat flux in Jiang et al. (2001). Clockwise
from left to right: nucleation, unstable annular flow with liquid droplets, and stable annular flow.
Visualization of water flow boiling in silicon channels with hydraulic diameters between
25 μm and 60 μm were performed by Zhang et al. (2002). The experiments showed that
nucleation and small bubble growth occur, but the two-phase micro-channel flow is mostly
annular with a very thin layer of liquid, agreeing with previous observations made by Jiang et al.
(2001).
Extending his previous work with small channels, Kandlikar (2002a) listed as important
flow patterns in small channels, the following: isolated bubble, confined bubble or plug/slug, and
annular. He concluded that the significant effect of surface tension causes the liquid to form small
uniformly spaced slugs that fill the tube. Also, the presence of small nucleating bubbles (10 to 20
μm) was confirmed with visualization. He noticed that the heat transfer rate in multiple channels
was different from that in single channels due to instabilities, and that nucleation in the liquid
film was also an important factor in small channels as show in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 – Flow patterns observed by Kasza et al. (1997) from Kandlikar (2002a).
Qu and Mudawar (2002) observed both bubble growth and departure while studying
incipient boiling in small channels. A small number of nucleation sites appeared simultaneously
in several channels of a heat sink containing 21 rectangular channels of 231 x 713 μm. At low
velocities, bubbles were seen to grow to the size of the channel. Hetsroni et al. (2002) observed
growth and collapse of the vapor fractions in parallel triangular channels of hydraulic diameter
130 μm, causing flow instabilities related to a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient with
quality.
A new correlation for the two-phase heat transfer coefficient for water flow boiling in
small channels was developed by Yu et al. (2002). Heat transfer was found to be heat flux
dependent and mass flux independent, which means a dominance of nucleate boiling mechanism.
The correlation was based on experimental data from water flow in a circular tube of diameter
2.98 mm. Following the approach of Tran et al. (1996), the correlation is given by:

6.4×10

.

.

(7)
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Warrier et al. (2002) used a very limited set of experimental data from a heat sink
containing five parallel rectangular channels of hydraulic diameter 0.75 mm, to propose a new
correlation for saturated flow boiling of FC-84 refrigerant. Experimental results showed that the
heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing quality. The authors observed that the flow
very rapidly developed into an annular regime with liquid mostly confined to the corners of the
rectangular channels. The Warrier et al. (2002) correlation is given by:
1

6

5.3 1

/

855

.

(8)
(9)

A numerical model was developed by Jacobi and Thome (2002) with the assumption that
thin film evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism. The model requires estimating the
critical nucleation radius and initial film thickness, and the authors do not present any trend for
estimation of these parameters. The correlation agreed with Bao et al. (2000) data, but the
unknowns had to be guessed until an agreement was reached. The physical model is illustrated in
Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7 – Physical model utilized by Jacobi and Thome (2002), an elongated bubble with a
thin liquid film at the wall.
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In the first part of their work, Qu and Mudawar (2003b) presented experimental results for
a water cooled heat sink containing 21 parallel channels of cross section 231 x 713 μm. Abrupt
transition to annular flow at the point of zero thermodynamic quality was observed. The authors
concluded that convective boiling was the dominant heat transfer mechanism according to the
behavior of the heat transfer coefficient, which decreases with increasing quality, and it was seen
to be a strong function of mass flux and a weak function of heat flux. The correlations of Lazarek
and Black (1982), Yu et al. (2002), and Warrier et al. (2002) provided the best agreement
between eleven different correlations. The correlations developed for regular size channels clearly
over predict the data, as shown in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8 – Comparison with various correlations with data from Qu and Mudawar (2003b). On
the left: correlations for regular channels; on the right: correlations for small channels.
The second part of the study by Qu and Mudawar (2003c) presented an extensive
numerical two-phase annular flow model, developed to predict the saturated two-phase heat
transfer coefficient. Laminar liquid and vapor flows, smooth liquid-vapor interface, and strong
droplet entrainment and deposition phenomena are incorporated to the model as shown in Fig.
2.9. Agreement was verified only for the authors’ experimental data of water flow boiling for
qualities below 0.17.
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Figure 2.9 – Annular flow pattern (a) and idealized physical model (b) by Qu and Mudawar
(2003c).
Yen et al. (2003) used R-123 and FC-72 refrigerants in small circular tubes of diameters
ranging between 0.19 and 0.51 mm. They observed a decrease in heat transfer coefficient with
increasing quality, and it became independent of mass flux as the quality increased. These results
led to the conclusion that convective effect should be minor in small tubes. They compared their
data with six classical correlations for two-phase heat transfer in regular channels and none of
them agreed with experimental data. The experimental results of Ravigururajan (1998) were
compared to the present data with excellent agreement for similar parameters.
Thome (2004) reviewed the recent research on flow boiling in small channels, where the
primary flow regimes observed include elongated bubble flow (slug) and annular flow. He
noticed a trend from earlier research, where the nucleate boiling mechanism was taken as
dominant because of the dependence on heat flux and pressure, and independence of mass flux
and quality, to the more recent research, where mass flux and quality dependence has been seen
to be evidence of convective boiling.
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In the first part of their study, Thome et al. (2004) proposed a heat transfer model to predict
the transient variation in the local heat transfer coefficient during the cyclic passage of: a liquid
slug, an evaporating elongated bubble, and a vapor slug, naming it the three-zone evaporation
model. Results showed a strong cyclic variation in the heat transfer coefficient, and a strong
dependency on bubble frequency, minimum liquid film thickness at dryout, and liquid film
formation thickness. The physical model is shown in Fig. 2.10. A time averaged solution was
presented for the local heat transfer coefficient with three variables still to be determined.
In the second part, Dupont et al. (2004) tentatively determined the three missing
parameters for their correlation: the minimum thickness of the liquid film at dryout, the correction
factor on the prediction of the initial thickness of the liquid film, and the pair frequency, which is
a complex function of bubble formation process. Using an extensive database of 1591 data points
from different authors, they were unable to determine well defined values, and just assumed
average constants. The new model predicted 70 % of the database to within 30 %.

Figure 2.10 – Three-zone heat transfer model by Thome et al. (2004).
Using visualization experiments, Kandlikar (2004) noticed bubbles nucleating and
occupying the entire channel, causing a periodic dry-out and rewetting. This periodic behavior
was described by the author as similar to the nucleate boiling phenomena, with exception that the
entire channel acts like the area beneath a bubble. The presence of dissolved gases, sharp corners,
16

and flow oscillations were also discussed and seen to reduce required wall superheat for the onset
of nucleation. The periodic dry-out and rewetting are shown in Fig. 2.11 for water boiling in a
197 x 1054 μm rectangular channel.

Figure 2.11 – Periodic passage of liquid and vapor slugs in Kandlikar (2004). Each successive
frame is 5 ms apart. The clear tone represents a vapor slug and the dark tone represents liquid
flow passing through the channel.
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004) modified the Kandlikar (1990) correlation for large
diameters, proposing a new correlation for flow boiling in small channels by using the laminar
single-phase heat transfer coefficient for all liquid flow. The correlation was defined within
different ranges of the Reynolds number and takes the greater value between a relation developed
for nucleate boiling and one for convective boiling, although nucleate boiling was seen to be
dominant at low Reynolds numbers. Excellent agreement was obtained between predicted values
and experimental data from different authors. The correlation is given by:
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Where the single-phase heat transfer coefficient for all liquid flow hl is calculated
according to the Reynolds number as: turbulent for Relo ≥ 3000; transition region, where a linear
interpolation is recommended between 1600 ≤ Relo < 3000; and laminar for Relo < 1600. The
recommended values for the fluid-surface parameter FFI are given in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 – Fluid-surface parameter recommended by Kandlikar (1990).

Steinke and Kandlikar (2004) experimentally investigated single and two-phase water flow
in trapezoidal channels of hydraulic diameter 207 μm during laminar flow. The friction factor for
laminar flow in these channels was accurately described by the relationship for large channels.
Trends were consistent with nucleate boiling dominant flow, as the two-phase heat transfer
coefficient decreases with increasing quality. Flow reversal and dry-out were observed and the
first is shown in Fig. 2.12. The Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004) correlation has been
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modified by using only the laminar single-phase heat transfer coefficient and the nucleate boiling
dominant equation. The modified correlation showed good agreement with data between qualities
of 0.2 to 0.8, and is given by:
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(14)

Figure 2.12 – Flow reversal observed in Steinke and Kandlikar (2004). Flow from left to right
with successive frames 8 ms apart.
Lee and Mudawar (2005b) presented a different theory for the decrease of heat transfer
coefficient with increasing quality, considering it a basic feature of convective flow boiling, and
not nucleate boiling as was suggested in earlier studies. Visualization of R-134a flow in a microchannel heat sink was used to verify the following trends: nucleate boiling occurs only at low
qualities (x<0.05) corresponding to very low heat fluxes; convective flow boiling occurs at
medium (0.05<x<0.55) and high qualities (0.55<x<1) for high heat fluxes. The flow patterns are
shown in Fig. 2.13.
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The authors presented a new empirical correlation based on quality ranges. The
correlations are shown in Table 2.4. Number of data points used to obtain the correlation and
mean average errors are listed as well.

Figure 2.13 – Two-phase flow patterns observed in Lee and Mudawar (2005b) according to
quality: (a) x=0.39, (b) x=0.53, (c) x=0.68.
Table 2.4 – Correlation scheme from Lee and Mudawar (2005b).
x
0 - 0.05

0.05 - 0.50
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3.856
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16.1

Balasubramanian and Kandlikar (2005) observed nucleate boiling in the bulk liquid flow as
well as in the thin liquid film surrounding the vapor slug in the channel. Pressure drop
fluctuations and flow patterns were documented using water flow through parallel channels of
hydraulic diameter 333 μm. Photographs of the observations are reproduced in Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.14 – Flow patterns observed in Balasubramanian and Kandlikar (2005). On the left:
bubble growth and thin film nucleation in sequential time frames; on the right: reverse flow in
parallel channels as indicated by dashed arrows.
Yun et al. (2006) proposed a new correlation, where the heat transfer coefficient increases
with increasing vapor quality, contradicting the latest researchers. They noticed that heat transfer
coefficients in multiple channels were much higher than those in single tubes at similar test
conditions and for flow boiling in small channels with refrigerant R-410a. The effects of
saturation pressure, mass flux, and heat flux on the heat transfer coefficient were relatively small.
The correlation, obtained by data regression from experimental results in parallel rectangular
channels of hydraulic diameters 1.36 and 1.44 mm, is given by:

htp

1.3687

10 4 Bo Wel

0.1993

Relo –0.1626

(21)

Kandlikar (2006a) observed that the heat transfer mechanisms are strongly influenced by
the flow patterns in small channels. Also, one of the main issues was identified as the instability
resulting from rapidly expanding vapor bubbles. Experimental evidence and numerical simulation
confirmed the high growth rates at the liquid-vapor interfaces. The author named the two-phase
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flow pattern after a vapor core fills the cross-section as the “expanding bubble”. The liquid flow
in the expanding bubble flow pattern occurs as intermittent slugs. A schematic representation of
the bubble growth is shown in Fig. 2.15.

Figure 2.15 – Schematic representation of bubble growth in Kandlikar (2006a). On the left: in a
large diameter channel; on the right: sequential bubble growth in a small channel.
In another publication, Kandlikar (2006b) conducted flow boiling experiments of water in
small channels. Visual confirmation was obtained that the introduction of a pressure drop
element, the addition of artificial nucleation sites, and the system operation with an inlet pressure
above the pressure spike of the onset of nucleate boiling stabilizes the flow. Stable flow in 1054 x
197 μm channel with nucleation sites of 5 to 10 μm is shown in Fig. 2.16.

Figure 2.16 – Micro-channels with artificial nucleation cavities in Kandlikar (2006b).
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Ribatski et al. (2006) compared data from the literature in small channels with four twophase heat transfer prediction methods. Notable discrepancies between experimental results from
independent studies at similar conditions were observed. Different trends for heat transfer
coefficient with variation of experimental variables were also identified, and are shown in Fig.
2.17. The existing flow boiling heat transfer methods poorly predicted the present heat transfer
database, but due to large discrepancies between data from different authors, this evaluation was
not conclusive, and indicates the need of better understanding of the topic.

Figure 2.17 – Heat transfer coefficient patterns from various publications in Ribatski et al. (2006).
An optical measurement method was used by Revellin and Thome (2007) to characterize
flow pattern transitions of two-phase flow in small diameter tubes. Bubble frequency, length of
bubbles, and flow pattern transitions were able to be determined. Four principal flow patterns
(bubbly flow, slug flow, semi-annular flow, and annular flow) with their transitions (bubbly/slug
flow, and slug/semi-annular flow) were observed for R-134a and R-245fa refrigerants in 0.5 and
0.8 mm circular channels. Flow patterns and transitions are shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 – Flow patterns and transitions observed in Revellin and Thome (2007). (a) Bubbly
flow at x=0.038; (b) Bubbly/slug flow at x=0.04; (c) Slug flow at x=0.043; (d) Slug/semi-annular
flow at x=0.076. (e) Semi-annular flow at x=0.15. (f) Wavy annular flow at x=0.23. (g) Smooth
annular flow at x=0.23.
The authors were able to conclude the following: (1) the higher the mass flux is, the earlier
the transitions occur in terms of vapor quality; (2) bubbly flow tends to disappear at high mass
flux; (3) there is no significant influence of the inlet subcooling nor the saturation pressure on the
flow pattern transitions; (4) diameter change did not show any difference; and (5) two-phase flow
transitions for R-245fa were quite similar to those of R-134a. The two-phase flow pattern
transitions observed with R-134a by the authors did not compare well to a macro-scale flow map
for refrigerants, neither to a micro-scale map for air-water flows. An experimental flow pattern
map is shown in Fig. 2.19.
Bar-Cohen and Rahim (2007) analyzed data available from two-phase flow in a diverse
range of small gaps and channels experiments with a variety of fluids. More than ninety percent
of all data points fell into the annular flow regime region of the Taitel-Dukler flow regime map.
The authors observed that a decrease in the hydraulic diameter is accompanied by a dominance of
the annular flow regime. They also compared their database with classical correlations for
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predicting two-phase heat transfer coefficients in regular channels. The Kandlikar and
Balasubramanian (2004) correlation for small channels was also compared to the database, but no
correlation was able to predict accurately the experimental results.

Figure 2.19 – Flow pattern maps in Revellin and Thome (2007).
Chan and Pan (2007) investigated two-phase flow instabilities in a micro-channel heat sink
with fifteen parallel channels of hydraulic diameter 86.3 μm. For water flow boiling they
identified two distinct cases with stable and unstable conditions. For the cases in stable condition,
bubble nucleation, slug flow, and annular flow appear sequentially in the flow direction. For
unstable conditions, forward, reversed slug, or annular flow appear alternatively in every channel.
The length of bubble slug grew exponentially for stable cases and oscillated for unstable cases
with reverse flow. The authors suggest that the magnitude of pressure drop oscillations may be
used as index for the appearance of the reversed flow.
Wang et al. (2007) studied the inlet and outlet effects on flow boiling instability in parallel
micro-channels of hydraulic diameter 186 μm. For flow boiling without inlet restrictions,
temperature and pressure oscillations occurred when a bubble grew to the size of the channel and
expanded upstream. In cases where reverse flow was observed, the exit quality is seen to be a
good parameter to classify the steady and unsteady flow boiling regimes, with unsteady indicating
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a presence of reverse flow. An outlet restriction caused an increase in the reverse flow. With an
individual inlet restriction for each channel, steady flow boiling with no oscillations of
temperature and pressure was achieved, independent of exit quality. The authors occasionally
observed nucleation in the thin liquid film at the corners of the channels, so the heat transfer
mechanism in the vapor plug and annular flow was said to be the combination of liquid film
evaporation and nucleate boiling. The heat transfer coefficient decreased with increasing quality,
and the heat flux had no effect for qualities higher than 0.1. The local dry-out is pointed to be a
factor in the decreasing heat transfer coefficient at the exit, where quality is higher. The local heat
transfer coefficient is shown in Fig. 2.20.

Figure 2.20 – Heat transfer coefficient observed in Wang et al. (2007).
Lee and Garimella (2008) showed that at low and medium heat fluxes the local heat
transfer coefficient increases almost linearly with heat flux but it becomes insensitive to it at
higher heat fluxes. These are similar trends as those observed by Wang et al. (2007), but here the
author fails to represent his data with vapor quality, which is by now known to play an important
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role in defining the heat transfer mechanism. Experimental data from flow boiling of water in
parallel channels was used to correlate the heat transfer coefficient. The rectangular channels had
a depth of 400 μm and width ranging from 102 to 997 μm. The correlation is given by:
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2.2. Two-phase pressure drop in small channels

Extensive work has been reported on two-phase pressure drop in regular size channels. But
only in recent years, researchers are focusing their work in small channels. Subcooled boiling of
water in circular tubes as small as 1.57 mm was studied by Bergles and Dormer (1969). They
noticed that in these applications involving small diameter and boiling, tubes are generally short
but the pressure drop is quite large, and that the gravitational component of the pressure drop
could be neglected for small tubes in inclined positions. Saturated flow boiling in small channels
was experimentally studied by a great number of researchers, and two-phase pressure drop was
empirically correlated for applications in small channels. The literature on this topic can be
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divided into studies using homogeneous equilibrium models and separated flow models. The
latest are seen as the most accurate and accepted predictive tool.

2.2.1.

Homogeneous equilibrium models

In the homogeneous equilibrium model, the two-phase mixture is treated as a single-phase
fluid characterized by average properties of the mixture. The liquid and vapor are assumed to
have the same velocity, and correlations proposed along the years by different authors are used to
estimate homogeneous density and viscosity of the mixture. The studies presented in this section
relate pressure drop in small channels with homogeneous assumptions.
Lin et al. (1991) proposed a homogeneous model based on their experimental data. The
authors investigated local frictional pressure drop during vaporization of R-12 along circular
tubes of diameters 0.66 and 1.17 mm. Their experiments were in the turbulent flow regime, and
the justification for a homogeneous model was based on visualization studies, which aided only
by the naked eye observed a “fog flow”. Bowers and Mudawar (1994) used heat sinks with
multiple channels of diameters 2.54 and 0.51 mm to study two-phase pressure drop and critical
heat flux in flow boiling of R-113 refrigerant. They accounted for contributions from friction,
acceleration, and gravity, where the gravitational component was seen to be negligible for the
dimensions considered. Homogeneous equilibrium models accurately predicted the total pressure
drop data for flow boiling in the heat sinks tested. The major component of the total pressure drop
in this specific case was the accelerational one, which accounted for 75 % to 90 % of the total.
Adiabatic two-phase pressure drop of refrigerants R-32, R-125, and R-134a and their
mixtures were experimentally investigated in circular channels of diameter 1.2 and 1.6 mm by
Chang and Ro (1996). Several homogeneous flow models were compared to the data and the
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Cicchitti et al. (1960) model was the most adequate with test results. The experimental parameters
indicate that only turbulent flow was correlated, since an extremely high range of mass fluxes was
used to generate experimental data.
Using multiple circular tubes of 2 mm, Yan and Lin (1998) evaluated heat transfer and
pressure drop for saturated R-134a flow. The pressure drop increased with quality, where this
trend was more pronounced for higher mass fluxes. An empirical correlation was proposed for the
two-phase friction factor as a function of the all liquid equivalent Reynolds number by Akers et
al. (1959). A very limited database was used in developing this correlation. The two-phase
friction factor and the all liquid equivalent Reynolds number are given, respectively, by:
.
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1

(28)
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Rectangular channels of hydraulic diameters between 25 and 60 μm were used by Zhang et
al. (2002) to evaluate heat transfer and pressure drop in flow boiling of water. The visual
observations showed nucleation and small bubble growth, but the flow was mostly annular over
the range of parameters tested. The authors used a finite volume method in predicting the pressure
drop, but no further details were presented. According to them, the experimental data tend to
support homogeneous models assumptions instead of the annular flow model for two-phase
pressure drop, as illustrated in Fig. 2.21.
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Figure 2.21 – Pressure drop in Zhang et al. (2002).

2.2.2.

Separated flow models

In the separated flow model, liquid and vapor are assumed to be separated into two
streams. The homogeneous model is the particular case where both phases happen to have the
same mean velocities. The separated flow model uses empirical correlations and simplified
concepts to relate the two-phase friction multiplier and the void fraction to variables of the flow.
Variations of the model presented for small channels are based on the work of Lockhart and
Martinelli (1949), which was developed for two-phase flow in regular size channels. The twophase multiplier presented by Chisholm (1967) is the analytical representation of the LockhartMartinelli work, and is given by:

1

(30)

where X is the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter and C the C-coefficient by Chisholm, these are
given by:
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Table 2.5 – The C coefficient in Chisholm (1967).
Liquid

Vapor

Subscript

C

turbulent

turbulent

tt

20

laminar

turbulent

vt

12

turbulent

laminar

tv

10

laminar

laminar

vv

5

Lazarek and Black (1982) used R-113 flow in 3 mm circular tubes to study two-phase
pressure drop and heat transfer. Pressure data for frictional, acceleration, and bend losses were
successfully correlated. A slight modification of the Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) correlation
for separated flow model was presented for frictional pressure losses with excellent agreement.
The authors suggested a value of 30 for the C coefficient for the turbulent liquid – turbulent vapor
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter.
Wambsganss et al. (1992a) addressed the two-phase flow phenomena of flow patterns and
pressure drop, by using adiabatic flow of air-water mixtures in a 9.52 x 1.59 mm rectangular
channel. A flow pattern map was developed on the basis of visual observations and photographs
of the two-phase flow. The bubbly flow pattern was not observed, but annular, plug, slug, and
wave flow were observed, in addition to churn and slow-slugging flow patterns, where these are
illustrated in Fig. 2.22. The pressure drop was predicted using the Lockhart and Martinelli (1949)
correlation within 23 % at higher mass fluxes. For the authors’ work for a rectangular channel
with double the size, the Wambsganss et al. (1992b) correlation also did a very good job
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predicting the data, within 10%, except at the lowest mass flux. The C coefficient proposed by
Wambsganss et al. (1992b) is given by:
,

.
2.44
0.938

(32)
0.00939
0.00432

(33)
(34)

Figure 2.22 – Flow patterns observed in Wambsganss et al. (1992a).
Mishima and Hibiki (1996) investigated flow regimes, void fraction, rise velocity of slug
bubbles, and frictional pressure loss for air-water flow in circular tubes with inner diameters in
the range of 1 to 4 mm. In addition to annular, annular-mist, churn, slug, and bubbly flows, they
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observed variations of bubbly flow, slug flow, and churn flow for small channels. The asterisks in
Fig. 2.23 indicate flow regimes observed only in small tubes by the authors.

Figure 2.23 – Flow patterns observed in Mishima and Hibiki (1996).
The boundaries between the flow regimes were reproduced well by the Mishima and Ishii
(1984) flow map model. The two-phase frictional pressure loss was correlated well by the
Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) correlation with newly developed equation for C coefficient (for
the laminar liquid-laminar vapor Lockhart-Martinelli parameter) as a function of the tube
diameter, and hydraulic diameter for rectangular channels. The diameters values are in
millimeters and the new correlation are given by:
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Tran et al. (2000) measured two-phase pressure drop during a phase change heat transfer
process with R-134a, R-12, and R-113. Round tubes of 2.46 and 2.92 mm diameters were used in
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addition to one rectangular channel of cross section 4.6 x 1.7 mm. A new empirical correlation
based on the B-coefficient method presented by Chisholm (1973) is proposed, taking into account
effects of surface tension and channel size. The correlation by Tran et al. (2000) is the following:
1

4.3 Γ

1

.

.

1

.

(37)

.

(38)

(39)

An experimental investigation was presented by Zhao and Bi (2001) for the pressure drop
of upward air-water two-phase flow through vertical channels having hydraulic diameters of
0.866, 1.443, and 2.886 mm. The Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) correlation predicted the data
well using values for the C coefficient suggested by Chisholm (1967).
Single-phase and two-phase flow pressure drop in adiabatic conditions were measured by
Zhang and Webb (2001) for R-134a, R-22, and R-404a, flowing in parallel circular tubes of
diameter 2.13 mm and in single circular tubes of 6.25 and 3.25 mm diameters. A new empirical
correlation was developed using the Friedel (1979) correlation developed for regular size tubes.
Friedel used the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for turbulent liquid – turbulent vapor combination
in developing his correlation. Zhang and Webb (2001) equation is given by:
1

2.87

1.68

.

1

.

.

(40)

Lee and Lee (2001b) used air-water flow in rectangular channels with gap heights between
0.4 and 4 mm while width was fixed in 20 mm. The two-phase frictional multiplier was expressed
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using the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter but with the modification of the C coefficient, expressed
now in terms of various dimensionless parameters, given in Table 2.6, as:
, ,

(41)

⁄

(42)

⁄

(43)
Table 2.6 – Parameters for Eq. (41) of Lee and Lee (2001b).

Warrier et al. (2002) correlated their data using the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter with the
C coefficient equal to 38, for turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor. This study used flow boiling of
FC-84 in five rectangular parallel channels of hydraulic diameter 0.75 mm. Vapor properties of
FC-84 were not available and had to be estimated based on other refrigerants.
For boiling heat transfer of water in a 2.98 mm diameter channel, Yu et al. (2002) noticed
that the pressure drop was consistently lower than what would be expected in larger channels at
the same mass fluxes using the Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) correlation. This over prediction
of the classical correlation was attributed to two-phase flow regime differences. A modification of
the correlation was developed to better predict the pressure drop data for small channels, based on
the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. The two-phase flow multiplier was correlated with a simple
power function, given by:

l

.

(44)
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Two-phase flow patterns, void fraction, and two-phase frictional pressure drop were
analyzed experimentally by Kawahara et al. (2002). Water and nitrogen gas mixtures were used
in a circular tube of diameter 100 μm. The two-phase flow patterns observed were mainly
intermittent and semi-annular flows, in addition to the following: gas core flows with a smooth
film, gas core flows with a ring-shaped film, and serpentine like gas core flow surrounded by a
deformed liquid film. These are shown in Fig. 2.24. Bubbly and churn flows were not observed.
The authors presented a new flow pattern map, and verified that the single-phase friction factor
was in good agreement with the conventional prediction correlations in literature. The two-phase
friction multiplier data was over predicted by homogeneous models, but correlated well with
separated flow models based on Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. The Lockhart and Martinelli
(1949) over predict the data, as well as the Mishima and Hibiki (1996) correlation. The Lee and
Lee (2001b) correlation was in very good agreement with data. A new variation of the Lockhart
and Martinelli (1949) correlation was presented by the authors for laminar liquid-turbulent vapor
with excellent agreement. The new coefficient C proposed was 0.24.

Figure 2.24 – Flow patterns at high flow rates in Kawahara et al. (2002).
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Qu and Mudawar (2003a) investigated hydrodynamic instabilities and pressure drop of
two-phase water flow in a heat sink with 21 rectangular parallel channels of cross sections 231 x
713 μm. Observations indicated that pressure drop increases appreciably with boiling in microchannels, and at moderate and high heat fluxes the flow oscillates between slug and annular
upstream, and is annular downstream in the channels. Ten empirical correlations from the
literature were used to predict the data, with the correlations by Mishima and Hibiki (1996) and
Lee and Lee (2001b) showing good agreement. A new correlation using the Lockhart-Martinelli
parameter was proposed, accounting for effects of both channel size and mass velocity. In
addition, an analytical annular flow model was presented, matching the accuracy of the empirical
correlation. The new C coefficient for laminar liquid- laminar vapor is given by:
21 1

exp

0.319 10

0.00418

0.0613

(45)

Lee and Mudawar (2005a) used R-134a flow in the same heat sink as Qu and Mudawar
(2003a). Homogeneous equilibrium models under predicted the data, while separated flow model
correlations yielded better agreement. The total pressure drop generally increased with increasing
mass velocity and/or heat flux. Slug and annular flow patterns were predominant in high heat
fluxes. A new empirical correlation was developed, based on the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter.
This new correlation incorporates the effects of liquid inertia, viscous forces, and surface tension
on the two-phase pressure drop multiplier. It is given by:
2.16

.

1.45

.

.

.

laminar liquid
laminar liquid

laminar vapor

(46)

turbulent vapor

(47)

More recent research also indicates the applicability of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter
in two-phase pressure drop models. Choi et al. (2007) used R-410a flow boiling in circular tubes
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of diameters 1.5 and 3 mm to perform pressure drop measurements. Significant effect of mass
flux and tube diameter on pressure drop where observed. Fifteen different two-phase pressure
drop models where compared against the data. The homogeneous models predicted the data well
for low values of pressure drop, but all of them showed high deviation for higher values. A few
separated flow models showed better agreement with data. A new pressure drop prediction
method based on the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter was presented for the turbulent liquidturbulent vapor combination. The proposed C coefficient is given by:
.

5.5564

.

(48)

Where the average viscosity necessary to obtain the two-phase Reynolds number was
estimated using the Beattie and Whalley (1982) homogeneous model and the average density for
the Weber number was calculated with the homogeneous model equation given by:

(49)

Lee and Garimella (2008) used flow boiling of water in parallel channels, with widths
between 102 and 997 μm and a height of 400 μm, to experimentally investigate two-phase
pressure drop. Lockhart and Martinelli (1949), Mishima and Hibiki (1996), and Qu and Mudawar
(2003a) slightly over predict the data. The authors proposed a new correlation based on Mishima
and Hibiki (1996) correlation. The proposed C coefficient is given by:
2,566

.

.

1

exp

319

(50)
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2.2.3.

Other studies

Yang and Webb (1996) investigated single and two-phase flow pressure drop for adiabatic
conditions. R-12 was used in both rectangular plain and micro-fin tubes with hydraulic diameters
of 2.64 mm and 1.56 mm, respectively. For two-phase flow, the pressure gradient increased with
increasing mass flux and quality. The data did not agree with the Lockhart and Martinelli (1949)
correlation. The authors were able to correlate their data with the Akers et al. (1959)
homogeneous model.
Triplett et al. (1999a) and Triplett et al. (1999b) presented an experimental study where
two-phase flow patterns, void fraction, and two-phase frictional pressure drop were investigated
using air-water mixtures in circular tubes of diameters 1.10 and 1.45 mm, and semi-triangular
cross-sections of hydraulic diameters 1.09 and 1.49 mm. Five major flow patterns could be
distinguished, as shown in Fig. 2.25: bubbly, slug, churn, slug-annular, and annular. Available
flow regime transition models were compared with data with poor agreement. For bubbly and
slug flow patterns, the two-phase friction factor based on homogeneous mixture assumption
provided the best agreement with experimental data. For annular flow the homogeneous models
and other widely used correlations including Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) and Friedel (1979),
significantly over predicted the frictional pressure drop.
Warrier et al. (2002) used the Tran et al. (2000) B-coefficient correlation to predict his data
for FC-84, with no success, and questioned the advantages of the confinement number concept in
the correlation. Yen et al. (2003) investigated convective boiling of R-123 and FC-72 in small
diameters circular tubes. The pressure drop characteristics were found to be qualitatively in
accordance with the Tran et al. (2000) B-coefficient correlation, although the predictions were
quantitatively much larger than the present data. The author presented a comparison, which is
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reproduced in Fig. 2.26, between flow patterns observed in regular and small channels in an
attempt to justify unchanged qualitative pressure drop characteristics.

Figure 2.25 – Flow patterns observed in Triplett et al. (1999a). (a) and (b) bubbly; (c) and (d)
slug;; (e) and (f) churn; (g) and (h) slug-annular; (i) and (j) annular.

Figure 2.26 – Flow patterns in conventional and micro tubes suggested in Yen et al. (2003).
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Ribatski et al. (2006) used experimental results for two-phase frictional pressure drop in
small channels from the literature in comparison with twelve different prediction methods
available. Three correlations where among the most accurate but used distinctive assumptions:
one homogeneous model by Cicchitti et al. (1960); one separated flow model developed for
regular size tubes by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986); and one separated flow model for
small channels by Mishima and Hibiki (1996). They all worked poorly at higher qualities, where
annular, partial dryout, and mist flow would be expected. The authors conclude that none of the
methods could be classified as a design tool for micro-channels due to the inability to predict the
collected data for all quality ranges.
Yun et al. (2006) investigated convective boiling heat transfer and two-phase pressure drop
of R-410a in rectangular channels of hydraulic diameters 1.36 and 1.44 mm. The two-phase
pressure drop showed very similar trends with those observed in large diameter tubes. The
homogeneous model by Yan and Lin (1998) predicted the data within 20 % while the separated
flow model by Friedel (1979) predicted the data within 67 %. No other correlations were
compared against the experimental results.
Effects of inlet and outlet configurations were investigated by Wang et al. (2007) in a heat
sink with parallel channels of hydraulic diameter 186 μm. An inlet restriction in each channel
allowed a very stable flow at the expense of an increased pressure drop. The absence of the inlet
restriction generated pressure fluctuations that affected the flow regimes, making visualization
more difficult. Details are shown in Fig. 2.27.
For the stable flow, Mishima and Hibiki (1996) and Qu and Mudawar (2003a) correlations
predicted the data well. These correlations predicted the general trend of pressure drop, but under
predicted the data at qualities higher than 0.1, suggesting that common instabilities in parallel
channels affect the two-phase pressure drop.
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Figure 2.27 – Flow patterns and details of inlet restriction in Wang et al. (2007). (a) Photographs
of stable flow boiling; (b) Sketch of flow patterns; (c) details of the inlet flow restriction.
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3.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

An experimental facility was developed to investigate flow boiling in parallel rectangular
mini-channels for compact heat exchangers. The experimental facility is presented schematically
in Fig. 3.1, where the system pressure, mass flux, inlet temperature, and heat flux can be adjusted
in order to evaluate the effect of different parameters.

Figure 3.1 – Scheme of the experimental facility.
A magnetic gear pump by Tuthill Corp., D-Series, model 0.38 ml/rev, was used to circulate
the fluid. The pump has an upper limit flow range of 850 ml/min at 2400 rpm and is adjusted
directly by a knob on the DC motor controller box attached to the pump. The flow rate was
measured using a McMillan Co. micro-turbine flow meter model S-112 Flo-meter. The flow
meter ranges from 200 ml/min to 2000 ml/min, with an output of 0 to 5 V. The flow rate was
adjusted manually in the pump according to the reading of the flow meter. The pump has a
stainless steel body while the flow meter is made of brass.
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A 15 μm Swagelok stainless steel filter was placed in line sequentially after the pump and
flow meter, and right before the test section. The filter has two distinct functions: retain small
particles that can block the flow in the channels, and act as a throttle valve. A pressure drop
element is necessary at the inlet of the test section to reduce instabilities, which were observed in
brief tests prior to filter addition in both pressure and flow measurements. The filter was able to
drastically reduce these instabilities and addition of an extra throttle valve proved to be
unnecessary.
Chilled water at 10 ºC available in the building was used in the condenser. The flow was
adjusted manually according to the desired subcooling of the fluid (inlet temperature). The tubing
used in the experiment to circulate the flow was 6.35 mm stainless steel round tube with an
internal diameter of 4.92 mm. The condenser was build with a concentric tube of 25.4 mm
diameter around the 6.35mm tube. A model in scale dimensions of the test facility is shown in
Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2 – Scale model of the test facility.
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A 300 ml stainless steel bottle was used as reservoir, while kept in the vertical position and
above the system level. The system pressure was controlled by adjusting the temperature of the
bottle. A flat resistance heater was attached to the bottle and powered by a Variac (variable
transformer) from Staco Co., model 3PN1010B, with an output up to 140 V and 10 A. The bottle
temperature was monitored by a thermocouple and controlled automatically by an on/off switch
in the data acquisition system within ± 0.02 °C.
Omega T-type standard thermocouple wire was used to make the thermocouples. They
were installed in various locations to monitor the temperature, as indicated previously in Fig. 3.1.
Five were placed along the compact heat exchanger, one at the inlet and one at the outlet of the
test section, one at the reservoir, four at the inlet and outlet of the condenser for both fluid and
chilled water, one to monitor the room temperature, and two outside of the insulation of the test
section. The tubing, test section, and reservoir were all insulated with 25.4 mm thick polyethylene
black foam to minimize heat transfer losses.
Pressures were monitored in the test facility with two sensors. An absolute pressure sensor,
Sensotec model TJE/0713-04TJA ranging from 0 to 50 PSI, was placed right before the inlet, and
a differential pressure sensor, Sensotec model Z/5556-01 ranging from 0 to ±5 PSI, was
connected to the inlet and outlet of the test section with 3.18 mm stainless steel tubing. Both
pressure sensors required a supply of 10 V DC, which was provided by a Hewlett-Packard DC
power source model E3631A. The outputs of the pressure sensors were given according to the
power supply as 3.0 mV/V and 2.0 mV/V for the absolute and differential pressure sensors,
respectively.
The test section, which can be seen in Fig. 3.3, was heated by an aluminum block of
dimensions 63.7 mm, 190 mm, and 25.4 mm thick with two identical cartridge heaters of 24 Ω
each, connected in series and able to delivery up to 1100 W. They were powered by a three-phase
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Variac from Powerstat Co., model 235BT, output range from 0 to 280 V, and amperage limited to
9 A. The power was measured with a wattmeter (power meter) from Ohio Semitronics inc., model
GW5-010X5, with upper limit range of 150 V and 10 A, and able to measure up to 1000 W. The
wattmeter was connected to one of the cartridge resistances due to its amperage and power
limitation, so the power measured was multiplied by two in the data acquisition software resulting
in the total power supplied. The output was a linear DC voltage of 0 to 5 V. The thermal contact
resistances between heaters/block and block/heat exchanger were minimized by using Dow
Corning 340 heat sink compound.

Figure 3.3 – Detail of the test section assembly.
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The heat exchangers are made of aluminum (6061), where the aluminum blocks have a
width of 63.7 mm, a length of 190 mm, and a height of 12.5 mm. Port connectors at the inlet and
outlet are ¼ NPT female threaded fittings. The port connectors lead to a manifold or plenum right
before the entrance and exit of the channels. Their function is to distribute the flow equally in all
subsequent channels. Four different test sections varying in channel size and number of channels
were used. The distance between the parallel was fixed at 2 mm for all of them. The sets used in
the experiments are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Test sections used in the experiments
Test Section Description

Channel Dimensions

Number of Channels

Hch x Wch

Nch

0.50 x 0.50 mm

0.50 mm x 0.50 mm

14

0.75 x 0.75 mm

0.75 mm x 0.75 mm

12

1.00 x 1.00 mm

1.00 mm x 1.00 mm

10

1.50 x 1.50 mm

1.50 mm x 1.50 mm

8

An o-ring groove was machined on the top surface, where a 3 mm thick aluminum plate
was attached to seal the square channels. The surfaces were polished and cleaned thoroughly to
guarantee a smooth surface and vacuum sealing. A total of 14 screws, washers, and nuts were
used to attach the top cover plate. Also, transversal clamps were used to eliminate any possibility
of bending of the cover plate in case of high pressures. A cross section detailed view is shown in
Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 – Cross section view of test section 0.75 x 0.75 mm.
Five thermocouples were attached linearly and centered widthwise on the bottom of each
test section using a high thermal conductivity epoxy (50-3100 from Epoxies Etc). The
thermocouples positions are shown in Fig. 3.5. The length of the channels is 150 mm for all sets.

Figure 3.5 – General dimensions of test sections and thermocouples (dimensions in mm).
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The data was recorded by a National Instruments (NI) SCXI-1000 data acquisition system
with SCXI-1100, SCXI-1161, SCXI-1303 modules, all connected to a computer using a NI PCI6220 card operated by the software Labview 8.2. The data was recorded with a frequency of 10
Hz.

3.1. Charging procedure

The system was first evacuated until the vacuum gauge indicated 10 millitorrs. An Alcatel
rotary vane vacuum pump model 2002I was used in all operations involving vacuum. The gear
pump, flow meter, and test section were sealed with commercial ethylene propylene (EPDM) orings, and the connections used were Swagelok tube fittings and standard NPT fittings. A small
amount of Dow Corning vacuum grease was applied on the o-rings prior to installation. After a
minimum period of 24 hours connected to the vacuum pump, the connection valve was closed
and the system was monitored for a few hours to verify any potential leakage. After that period, a
reading below 500 millitorrs was considered acceptable. The system was then brought back to 10
millitorrs level until the charging procedure had been completed.
An extra stainless steel bottle was used in the charging procedure. The bottle was
evacuated following the same procedure described earlier, and a specific quantity of fluid was
inserted through a graduated funnel using the low pressure suction from the bottle. Acetone was
used as working fluid because of its compatibility with aluminum and lower boiling point in
comparison to water. The fluid used was A929-4 Acetone Optima 99.5% from Fisher Scientific.
The volume of the system was estimated and a quantity of 160 g of acetone was
determined as ideal to maintain the reservoir half filled with vapor, establishing a saturated state
at normal conditions and with enough volume filled with vapor that the system pressure could be
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maintained when vapor generation occurred at the test section. The saturated fluid in the reservoir
had its temperature controlled, providing the desired system pressure.
The charging bottle was weighted prior to the addition of the fluid. A quantity of
approximately 180 g was initially inserted. The bottle was then connected through its upper side
to a vacuum pump and the acetone was boiled vigorously for about two minutes in order to
reduce the non-condensable gas presence. The bottle was reweighted and the fluid left was
approximately 160 g. The bottle was then connected to the system in an upside down position so
the liquid could flow to the system. It was also kept at a higher level at a temperature of 60 °C,
using both gravity and pressure differential to make sure all liquid was transferred. A schematic
of the charging assembly is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6 – Scheme of the charging assembly.
After the charging procedure was completed, the system was sealed and the internal
pressure compared with the saturated table data for acetone. The reservoir temperature was
elevated to maintain the pressure slightly above atmospheric. The system was maintained slightly
above atmospheric pressure at all times, avoiding any possible slow air leakage into the system.
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4.

DATA REDUCTION

The experiments were evaluated only at steady state conditions, which were determined by
real time observation of the temperature, pressure, and volumetric flow rate. Once significant
oscillations were no longer present and the data showed an average constant value over time, two
hundred seconds were recorded by the data acquisition for further analysis. These values were
then averaged over the time recorded and used to evaluate experimental heat transfer and pressure
drop.
The total heat flux was determined by the power supplied minus estimated heat losses. The
convective and radiative heat losses were estimated using the relations from Incropera and Dewitt
(1996) for free convection in a plane wall and for black body emission, respectively. The air
temperature of the surroundings and the surface temperature of the test section’s insulation were
recorded during the tests.
To verify the estimation of convective heat losses, experiments with no flow through the
test section were made using low power inputs until steady state was reached. The estimated
radiative losses were then subtracted from the power supplied and all other possible losses were
neglected. The values were plotted as a function of the temperature gradient between test section
and the surroundings, and are shown in Fig. 4.1. A correction factor of 1.8 was determined to
better represent the estimated convective losses as a function of the temperature gradient, for the
range of temperatures during the regular tests.
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Figure 4.1 – Convective heat loss according to temperature gradient.
The effective heat flux was then calculated using the top flat area of the test section, which
corresponds to a rectangle 63.7 mm wide and 190.0 mm long. Constant heat flux through this flat
area was assumed for all tests.
loss

"eff

(51)

4.1. Heat transfer data reduction

The two-phase heat transfer coefficient was determined using the assumption of constant
heat flux through the four walls of the multiple channels. The portion of the heat flux supplied to
the channels is a simple relation of the channel length, 150 mm, to the total length of the test
section, 190 mm. The total internal area of all channels was then used to determine the channel
heat flux.
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ch

and the two-phase heat transfer coefficient is then given by:

tp

"ch
ch

(53)

sat

The channels walls temperatures were obtained using the temperatures recorded from the
thermocouples on the bottom of the test section by assuming one-dimensional heat conduction,
from that point to the middle point between parallel channels. The bottom, top, and side surfaces
of the channel were assumed to be at an average same temperature, given as:

ch

w

"eff

ch ⁄

(54)

al

The local bulk mean temperature of the fluid is taken as equal to the saturation temperature
in the two-phase region. This temperature is obtained from the local pressure distribution along
the channels. The total pressure drop measured across the test section includes inlet effects,
subcooled liquid flow, two-phase flow, and outlet effects losses. Superheated vapor flow was not
present in the experiments. The total pressure drop was determined by:
∆

∆

∆

∆

∆

(55)

The inlet effects are the combined effects of sudden expansion and contraction caused by
the entrance plenum that leads to the channels, in addition to the single-phase frictional pressure
drop in the 4.92 mm tube connecting the pressure sensor to the test section. The latest was
verified to be negligible. The gravitational pressure drop was also neglected because the
experimental setup was horizontal.
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The single-phase sudden expansion and contraction losses were calculated with the loss
coefficient KL varying with geometry, from Çengel and Turner (2001):

∆

(56)

/

The outlet effects were determined by the two-phase sudden expansion and contraction at
the exit plenum and derived from Collier (1972):

∆

1

(57)

1

1

∆

(58)

The coefficient of contraction CC is given as a function of the area ratio σ*:
/

(59)

and the void fraction was determined with the classical Zivi (1964) correlation, given by:

1

(60)

The subcooled flow pressure drop was obtained for viscous flow in a smooth rectangular
channel, and is given by:

∆

(61)
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(62)

The Fanning friction factor for laminar flow in a rectangular channel was obtained with
Shah and London (1978) correlation and is a function of the Reynolds number and the channel
aspect ratio α*, which for the present square channels is equal to one. The

product

is found to be 14.23 for square channels. Steinke and Kandlikar (2004) verified experimentally
the applicability of the Shah and London correlation for single-phase flow in small rectangular
channels. This relation is commonly represented in fluid mechanics theory in its final form
56.92⁄

64⁄

for square channels, and

for circular channels. The Blasius equation

for turbulent flow in smooth tubes was used in cases where the Reynolds number exceeded 2300:

24 1

1.9467

1.3553

4

1.7012

0.9564

2300

0.316⁄

.

0.2537

(63)
(64)

2300

(65)

The saturated pressure in the subcooled length, where the equilibrium quality is taken
equal to be zero, was obtained by subtracting the inlet effects and subcooled flow pressure losses
from the measured pressure at the inlet:
∆

∆

(66)

The saturated temperature of the fluid was then obtained from tables. In the present case for
acetone, the table from Peterson (1994) was implemented in a computer program and linear
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interpolation was utilized. An energy balance was applied to evaluate the subcooled length
according to the heat flux imposed, as:

(67)

"eff

Equations (61), (66), and (67) were then solved through an iterative process until the value
for subcooled length converged to within 1 10-4 m. The saturated pressure, subtracted from the
outlet effects, was then assumed to drop linearly along the channels and its corresponding
saturated temperature was used as the local bulk mean temperature to calculate the two-phase
heat transfer coefficient, previously described in Eq. (53).
An energy balance was also utilized to obtain the local equilibrium quality in the saturated
region as a function of the distance z from the inlet. Boiling was assumed to occur only when the
equilibrium quality was greater than zero. The quality is given by:
"eff

(68)

4.2. Pressure drop data reduction

The total pressure drop measured corresponds to the sum of the inlet effects, single-phase
subcooled flow, two-phase flow, and outlet effects losses, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The inlet and
outlet effects were previously described, in addition to the subcooled flow losses by:
∆

∆

∆

∆

∆

(69)
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Figure 4.2 – Flow regions and pressure drops terms along the test section.
The pressure drop in the two-phase region can be subdivided into three parts: frictional,
accelerational, and gravitational. The gravitational term can be neglected as its effects are reduced
in small channels, and by the fact that the test section was placed in horizontal position. The
accelerational term can be easily determined by the separated flow model presented in Collier
(1972) and reproduced here in Eq. (71). The experimental values for two-phase frictional pressure
drop, which is the main component of the total loss, are then obtained to further analysis and
compared with correlations presented in the literature:
∆

∆

∆

∆

∆

(70)

1

(71)
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5.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The experimental results are comprised of the two-phase heat transfer coefficient and the
two-phase frictional pressure drop.

Both are dependent of several variables obtained

experimentally. Each variable has its own uncertainty with the combined effect resulting in error
propagation through the data reduction equations. The uncertainty analysis was performed to
determine the overall uncertainty in the experimental results. Equations (72) to (75) show the
variables that contribute to the overall uncertainties:
,
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The uncertainty of each variable was determined by a quadratic sum of multiple
uncertainties present in the experimental setup, shown in Eq. (76) as: instrument (sensor)
uncertainty, data acquisition uncertainty, standard deviation of the mean uncertainty, and
calibration uncertainty.

The instrument and data acquisition uncertainties are random

uncertainties present in the equipment used:

(76)

As previously mentioned in the experimental setup, the data was recorded at steady state
for 200 s at a frequency of 10 Hz. For the variables with this multi-sample data, which include all
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but the dimensional variables, the standard deviation of the mean (sdom) was utilized in
determining this uncertainty. For the dimensions of the channels, the standard deviation of the
mean was also utilized with the number of samples equal to the number of channels. Equations
(77) to (79) from Taylor (1997) represent the calculation performed:
(77)

√

(78)

(79)

The bias, also known as the systematic error, was minimized by performing a referenced
calibration in the sensors. The uncertainty in the calibration was then counted as a combined
effect of random uncertainties of the instrument and data acquisition.
The overall uncertainty in a function of several variables is defined in Taylor (1997) as:

(80)

However, the derivations in Eq. (80) become more difficult because of the complex data
reduction procedures. The perturbation method for computing uncertainties is easier to apply and
gives an approximate value of the analytical uncertainty. The perturbation method is described in
Eqs. (81) to (83). From fundamental theorem of calculus:

lim

(81)
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where

is a finite perturbation in the measured value of

reduction equations by

, and taking

. Now if we perturb the data

:

(82)

Equation (80) can then be rewritten as the perturbation method for computing uncertainty of
several variables:

(83)

5.1. Uncertainties in measured variables

The flow rate was measured using a McMillan Co. micro-turbine flow meter model S-112
Flo-meter. The flow meter range goes from 200 ml/min to 2000 ml/min, with an output of 0 to 5
V. The random uncertainty including linearity effects for this model is ± 1.0 % of the full scale,
which corresponds to ± 20 ml/min.
The data was recorded by NI SCXI-1000 data acquisition system with SCXI-1100, SCXI1161, and SCXI-1303 accessories, all connected to a computer using NI PCI-6220 card operated
by the software Labview 8.2. The data acquisition uncertainty is given by the combination of the
SCXI-1000, SCXI-1100, isothermal block SCXI-1303, and PCI-6220 card and vary according to
the voltage range of the signal. For the flow meter in the range tested, the maximum uncertainty
was ± 0.90 mV, which corresponds to ± 0.35 ml/min.
The power was measured with a wattmeter from Ohio Semitronics inc., model GW5010X5, able to measure up to 1000 W and with output signal of 0 to 5 V. The wattmeter was
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connected to one of two identical cartridge resistances, so the power measured was multiplied by
two to give the total power. The uncertainty of the wattmeter is ± 0.04 % of the full scale, which
also was multiplied by two to consider the total uncertainty of the two resistances. The measured
power random uncertainty was equal to ± 0.80 W. The data acquisition uncertainty for the
wattmeter output range was equal to a maximum value of ± 4.42 mV, which corresponds to ±
0.88 W.
The absolute pressure sensor, Sensotec model TJE/0713-04TJA, ranging from 0 to 50 PSI
and output signal from 0 to 30 mV, has uncertainty of ± 0.10 % of the full scale including
linearity, hysteresis, and non-repeatability effects. This corresponds to ± 0.345 kPa random
uncertainty. The data acquisition had a maximum uncertainty of ± 0.086 mV, corresponding to ±
0.987 kPa. The reference calibration was performed at atmospheric pressure with a total random
uncertainty of ± 0.625 kPa, with the bias error corrected in the data acquisition software.
The differential pressure sensor, Sensotec model Z/5556-01 ranging from 0 to ±5 PSI, and
with output signal from 0 to ± 20 mV, has an uncertainty of ± 0.25 % of the full scale including
linearity, hysteresis, and non-repeatability effects. This corresponds to ± 0.086 kPa random
uncertainty. The data acquisition had a maximum uncertainty of ± 0.070 mV, corresponding to ±
0.120 kPa. The reference calibration was performed at zero differential pressure with a total
random uncertainty of ± 0.079 kPa, with the bias error corrected in the data acquisition software.
The temperature was monitored by thermocouples made of Omega T-type standard
thermocouple wire with random uncertainty ± 0.75 %. The maximum data acquisition uncertainty
for the range of temperatures was ± 0.051 mV, corresponding to ± 0.76 °C. A calibration was
performed measuring the temperature of an ice bath using distilled water. The bias error was
corrected on the data acquisition software with an uncertainty of ± 0.75 °C. A recent calibrated
isothermal block was used in the data acquisition for the thermocouples reference junctions.
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All dimensional variables were measured with a random error of ± 0.01 mm. The total
dimensions of the test sections were performed in a single measurement, and the uncertainty
taken as the instrument uncertainty of ± 0.01 mm. The maximum uncertainties observed for all
variables are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 – Maximum uncertainties observed for measured variables.

Variable

Max. Uncertainty

Inlet Pressure

P in

± 1.218

kPa

Differential Pressure

∆P

± 0.173

kPa

Total Heat

q

± 1.18

W

Volumetric Flow Rate
Inlet Temperature

Q
T in

± 20.0
± 1.12

ml/min
°C

Wall Temperature

Tw

± 1.29

°C

Channel Dimensions

W ch , H ch

± 0.011

mm

Test Section Dimensions

W, H, L

± 0.01

mm

5.2. Overall uncertainties

The combined effect of the individual measured variable uncertainties is presented in Table
5.2 for the two-phase frictional pressure drop and two-phase heat transfer coefficient. The
perturbation method for computing uncertainties presented earlier in this section was utilized.
Table 5.2 – Overall uncertainties according to test section.
Test Section

u ΔP tp frict
Data points
± kPa

u h tp

0.50 x 0.50 mm

3

1.764

10

9

± W/m2K
4208.9

0.75 x 0.75 mm

24

0.721

7

78

2038.7

21

1.00 x 1.00 mm

17

0.420

7*

57

1242.3

18

1.50 x 1.50 mm

15

0.271

6

54

988.8

18

±%

Data points

±%
27

*Excluding two datapoints of tests at high mass flux, where elevated percentual uncertainties are observed due to low absolute
values of two-phase frictional pressure drop, ± 10 % and ± 54 % equivalent to ± 0.420 kPa and ± 0.395 kPa, respectively.
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As expected the uncertainties are larger as the channels size decreases. The uncertainties
are also larger for low heat fluxes for both pressure and heat transfer coefficient. At lower
qualities, the uncertainties in the heat transfer coefficient are seen to increase. The two-phase
frictional pressure drop was measured with a ± 10 % uncertainty for 58 out of 59 data points,
while the two-phase heat transfer coefficient was measured with a ± 20 % uncertainty for 195 out
of 198 data points, for all test sections.
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6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the results are presented and analyzed to provide understanding of flow
boiling in small channels. Effects of pressure, temperature, mass flux, heat flux, and channels
size were investigated with a series of tests with parameters listed in Table 6.1. The range of
parameters was determined by the limitations of the experimental setup including: flow meter
lower range of 200 ml/min, gear pump pressure drop range, differential pressure sensor limit of 5
PSI, and condenser heat removal capacity.
Table 6.1 – Parameters investigated in various tests.
Range of Parameters
Number of Tests

Test Section

3
24
17
15

0.50 x 0.50 mm
0.75 x 0.75 mm
1.00 x 1.00 mm
1.50 x 1.50 mm

q (W)

q" eff (kW/m2)

G (kg/m2s)

Q (ml/min)

T in (°C)

P in (kPa)

300 - 500
300 - 800
300 - 800
300 - 800

24.6 - 41.1
24.6 - 66.1
24.7 - 66.1
24.8 - 66.0

735 - 758
378 - 741
256 - 735
141 - 266

202 - 207
201 - 394
202 - 580
201 - 377

36 - 43
35 - 46
45 - 48
45 - 46

132 - 174
121 - 227
125 - 210
125 - 211

Acetone was selected as the working fluid because of its compatibility with aluminum and
the reduced boiling point in relation to water. The boiling point of 56.5 °C enabled an easier
control of the system pressure and a wider range of the inlet pressure during tests. The system
was also kept above atmospheric pressure at all times, avoiding possible leakage of noncondensable gases into the system.
The repeatability of the experiments was verified by running tests with the same
parameters at different times and with different charges of working fluid. Excellent agreement
was obtained as shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 – Repeatability of experimental results, q”eff=6.60 x 104 W/m2 and Q=203 ml/min.

6.1. Two-phase heat transfer results

A plot of the experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality is shown in
Fig. 6.2. All tests results are included in the figure and they are identified by the test section. It
can be observed that at lower qualities the heat transfer coefficient has a higher value, and after a
certain point the value seems to remain constant. A clear variation for the different test sections is
also observed, with increasing heat transfer coefficient for decreasing size of the channels. The
results tend to spread as the channels reduce in size, implying that a reduction in size makes the
heat transfer coefficient more dependent of heat flux and other variables.
Boiling curves for different test sections at different mass fluxes are shown in Fig. 6.3. The
results show a non-existent or very slight dependence on mass flux, which is an indication of
nucleate boiling dominant heat transfer mechanism. The difference in channel size is also
verified, with smaller channels requiring less wall superheat for boiling.
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Figure 6.2 – Experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality.
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Figure 6.3 – Boiling curves for different test sections at various mass fluxes.
In Fig. 6.4, different test sections with similar mass fluxes and inlet conditions are
compared. The results show the typical trend observed for all tests comparing the channels size,
where a clear increase in heat transfer is observed with decrease in channel size.
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Figure 6.4 – Two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality for two distinct test sections at the
same mass flux. (a) 0.75 x 0.75 mm, Q=202.2 ml/min, G=380.3 kg/m2s, 1362<Relo<1456; (b) 1.00
x 1.00 mm, Q=298.7 ml/min, G=379.0 kg/m2s, and 1846< Relo <1932.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the effect of mass flux on the heat transfer coefficient. In Fig.
6.5, the effect of mass flux is seen as non-existent over data for different mass fluxes versus
quality. In Fig. 6.6, the heat transfer coefficient close to the exit of the channels is compared
against different mass fluxes, and again the mass flux shows no influence over the heat transfer
coefficient. In general, no dependence of the mass flux was observed in the heat transfer
coefficient.
Figure 6.6 also shows a trend of increasing heat transfer coefficient with heat flux, where
this trend is more evident as the channel size reduces. Figure 6.7 shows the increase in the heat
transfer coefficient as the heat flux is increased. It is clear that at low heat fluxes the two-phase
heat transfer coefficient becomes almost independent of heat flux.
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Figure 6.5 – Two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality at distinct mass fluxes. On the
left: 1.00 x 1.00 mm, (a) Q=202.5 ml/min, G=256.8 kg/m2s, 1246<Relo<1269, (b) Q=300.7
ml/min, G=381.9 kg/m2s, 1851<Relo<1896. Right: 1.50 x 1.50 mm, (a) Q=200.7 ml/min, G=141.5
kg/m2s, 1050<Relo<1063, (b) Q=303.1 ml/min, G=213.7 kg/m2s, 1584<Relo<1603, (c) Q=373.8
ml/min, G=263.6 kg/m2s, 1954<Relo <1980.
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Figure 6.6 – Two-phase heat transfer coefficient next to the exit of channels, as a function of
mass flux for different test sections.
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Figure 6.7 – Two-phase heat transfer coefficient next to the exit of channels, as a function of heat
flux for different test sections.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the data in Fig. 6.7 for the 0.75 x 0.75 mm and 1.50 x 1.50 mm
channels along with quality. A smaller variation in heat transfer values is seen at lower heat
fluxes, which is a characteristic of a convective boiling dominant mechanism. As suggested in
the literature, a combination of convective and nucleate boiling mechanisms is observed, with one
usually being dominant. Figures 6.7 and 6.8, as commented earlier, show that increasing channel
size reduces the influence of the heat flux over the heat transfer coefficient, thus leading to the
conclusion that convective boiling plays a larger role as the channel size increases. This tendency
agrees with the literature for two-phase heat transfer in large channels, where convective boiling
is dominant.
Figure 6.9 shows the effect of the inlet pressure in the heat transfer coefficient for the 0.75
x 0.75 mm channels. The heat transfer coefficient slightly increases with an increase in system
pressure. However, these effects are less pronounced at lower heat fluxes. The reduced inlet
temperature was seen to slightly increase heat transfer. Figure 6.10 shows the comparison of tests
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with 45 °C and 35 °C inlet temperatures. These tests were limited to low power because the
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condenser was unable to maintain the lower inlet temperature for higher heat fluxes.
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Figure 6.8 – Effect of heat flux over the two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality. On the
left: 0.75 x 0.75 mm, Q=203.1 ml/min, G=381.8 kg/m2s, 1278<Relo<1467; on the right: 1.50 x
1.50 mm, Q=202.0 ml/min, G=142.4 kg/m2s, 954<Relo<1046.
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Figure 6.9 – Two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality for 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels at
distinct inlet pressures. (a) Q=203.1 ml/min, G=381.8 kg/m2s, 1339<Relo<1467; (b) Q=202.2
ml/min, G=380.3 kg/m2s, 1362<Relo<1457.
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Figure 6.10 – Two-phase heat transfer coefficient versus quality for 0.75 x 0.75 mm at two
distinct inlet temperatures. (a) Q=202.9 ml/min, G=386.9 kg/m2s, 1278<Relo<1344; (b) Q=203.0
ml/min, G=381.8 kg/m2s, 1311<Relo<1367.
The higher values for the two-phase heat transfer coefficient at very low qualities were also
observed by Steinke and Kandlikar (2004) and attributed to the onset of nucleate boiling. A
possible explanation is that after this region the bubbles expand and form slugs going towards the
end of the channel, reducing the heat transfer after the higher initial values. This slug formation
was described in literature as similar to the nucleate boiling mechanism, but instead of a hot plate
in pool boiling, the four walls act as the hot surface in the case of a small channel, confining the
bubble. Kandlikar (2006a) named the two-phase flow pattern after a vapor core fills the crosssection as the “expanding bubble” in his visualization work.
Lee and Mudawar (2005b) observed bubbles only at qualities bellow 0.05 and for lower
heat fluxes, which could explain the elevated heat transfer at that range. Their observations were
based on a much larger magnitude of data, with the heat transfer coefficient varying from 10,000
to 50,000 W/m2K. For the lowest value, which is similar to the present study, the heat transfer
coefficient stayed around a constant value and was dependent of heat flux, while independent of
quality. For these specific parameters, their observations agreed with the present experimental
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data over the range of qualities tested. Although these characteristics tend to indicate a nucleate
boiling mechanism, the authors classified their results as convective boiling dominant.

6.2. Two-phase pressure drop results

The two-phase pressure drop was evaluated experimentally. Figures 6.11 to 6.13 show the
two main components, frictional and accelerational, of the two-phase pressure drop for different
test sections, heat fluxes, and mass fluxes. As observed, the frictional pressure drop is the main
component of the total pressure drop in the present experiments.
An increase in the frictional pressure drop component is observed for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm
channels in Fig. 6.13, compared to Figs. 6.11 and 6.12. This could be explained by an early
transition from laminar to turbulent as the channel size increases. Lockhart and Martinelli (1949)
defined a transition region in large channels at Reynolds numbers between 1000 and 2000, which
is where the current data is located.
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Figure 6.11 – Measured pressure drop components of the two-phase flow in 0.75 x 0.75 mm
channels. Average parameters: G=380.9 kg/m2s , Pin=206 kPa and Tin=45.5 °C.
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Figure 6.12 – Measured pressure drop components of the two-phase flow in 1.00 x 1.00 mm
channels. Average parameters: Pin=194 kPa and Tin=45.3 °C.
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Figure 6.13 – Measured pressure drop components of the two-phase flow in 1.50 x 1.50 mm
channels. Average parameters: Pin=188 kPa and Tin=45.3 °C
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Figure 6.14 shows that the two-phase frictional pressure drop increases with increasing
mass flux for all channels, as expected. It also shows a linear increase in frictional pressure drop
according to the exit quality. Once again it is noticeable that the two-phase frictional pressure
drop increases for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels in relation to the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels, even
at lower mass fluxes. It is worth noting that the exit quality is directly dependent on the heat flux,
once it is obtained by an energy balance between the flow and the heat supplied.
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Figure 6.14 – Two-phase frictional pressure drop as a function of exit quality at distinct mass
fluxes for different test sections.
The data for all channel sizes and heat fluxes, at a similar volumetric flow rate, is presented
in Fig. 6.15. Very slight influence of the parameters other than mass flux is noticed over the twophase frictional pressure drop data. An increase in pressure drop with decrease of channel size is
observed for similar volumetric flow rate, equivalent to pump work. In Fig. 6.16 the dependence
of inlet pressure and inlet temperature are shown for 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels. The pressure drop
increases with a decrease in pressure and decreases with a decrease in temperature. This slight
dependence is reduced for larger channels and may not be considered.
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Figure 6.15 – Two-phase frictional pressure drop as a function of exit quality at average Q=202
ml/min within various test conditions.
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Figure 6.16 – Effects of system pressure and inlet temperature on the two-phase frictional
pressure drop. System pressure: equivalent to reservoir temperatures of 57 °C and 62 °C; inlet
temperatures: 35 °C and 45 °C.
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Figure 6.17 compares the data for different channel sizes at similar mass fluxes. No clear
relation was able to be established due to limitations of the experimental setup, especially because
of the flow range limits of the flow meter. However, the data seems to indicate no drastic
difference between the channels listed in Fig. 6.17 for similar mass fluxes, which is surprising.
This observation was also made in the experimental results of Owhaib (2007). He indicates that
although a difference is expected, different flow patterns might explain the results. For the mass
fluxes above 700 kg/m2s, the Reynolds numbers indicate that a transition to turbulent flow
occurred for the larger channels, and might explain the similarities of the curves. For the mass
flux around 380 kg/m2s, a slight difference can be noticed if we elongate the curves on Fig. 6.17.
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Figure 6.17 – Two-phase frictional pressure drop as function of exit quality at similar mass fluxes
for different test sections.
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7.

COMPARISON WITH CORRELATIONS

The experimental data obtained in the present study was compared against classical twophase flow correlations, and empirically develop correlations for small channels presented earlier
in the literature review. The frictional pressure drop and the heat transfer coefficient were
predicted by the two-phase flow correlations using the parameters of the experiments.
The two-phase liquid only Reynolds number Relo for all data used in this section is between
1000 and 2000, at the two-phase flow region. Tests with the 0.75 x 0.75 mm and 1.00 x 1.00 mm
channels with mass flux above 700 kg/m2s were excluded from the database in this section
because of the low range of qualities obtained in these conditions (below 0.10).
Tests with the 0.50 x 0.50 mm channels were limited to low heat fluxes because the
elevated pressure drop for higher heat fluxes surpassed the differential pressure sensor range, in
addition to the pump not being able to work in those elevated pressure drop conditions. The tests
realized at low heat fluxes resulted in a low range of qualities, and therefore, the limited data for
the 0.50 x 0.50 mm channels was excluded from the database in this section.
The mean absolute error was used as evaluation tool for the correlations and is given by:
|

|

100%

(84)
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7.1. Heat transfer correlations

A total of 18 correlations were used in predicting the two-phase heat transfer coefficient,
including six classical correlations for large diameters, and twelve empirical correlations
developed for small channels.
The classical correlations clearly over predicted the experimental data, with no exceptions.
These correlations were developed with databases for regular size channels, where the flow is
predominantly turbulent, and convective boiling is the dominant heat transfer mechanism. In the
case where convective boiling is dominant the heat transfer coefficient increases with quality as
predicted by these correlations. Figures 7.1 to 7.3 show the comparison of single tests for the 0.75
x 0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels with classical correlations.
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Figure 7.1 – Comparison of experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient with classical
regular size channels correlations versus quality for 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels.
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Figure 7.2 – Comparison of experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient with classical
regular size channels correlations versus quality for 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels.
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Figure 7.3 – Comparison of experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient with classical
regular size channels correlations versus quality for 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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Most of the correlations develop specifically for small channels showed improvement in
relation to the large scale ones. Figures 7.4 to 7.6 show the comparison of single tests for the 0.75
x 0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels with the correlations that provided the
best fit.
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Figure 7.4 – Comparison of experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient with small size
channels correlations versus quality for 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels.
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Figure 7.5 – Comparison of experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient with small size
channels correlations versus quality for 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels.
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Figure 7.6 – Comparison of experimental two-phase heat transfer coefficient with small size
channels correlations versus quality for 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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In Table 7.1, all correlations are listed with the respective MAE. The correlations by
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004) and Lee and Mudawar (2005b) provided the best fit to the
experimental data.
Table 7.1 – MAE for two-phase heat transfer coefficient correlations.
Channel Size

Regular

Small

Correlation
Chen
Shah
Gungor and Winterton 1986
Gungor and Winterton 1987
Kandlikar
Liu and Winterton
Lazarek and Black
Tran et al
Kew and Cornwell
Yan and Lin
Lee and Lee
Yu et al
Warrier et al
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian
Steinke and Kandlikar
Lee and Mudawar
Yun et al
Lee and Garimella
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian †
Lee and Mudawar ‡

MAE (%)
101.01
104.70
160.38
85.57
68.37
52.08
61.15
71.82
64.84
273.94
148.81
828.22
59.85
39.25
45.56
35.35
79.92
1099.06
31.10
25.87

† for x>0.2 only (recommended by the authors)
‡ for x>0.05 only (correlation for range 0.05<x<0.50)

Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004) specified that their correlation clearly under
predicts the data for qualities smaller than 0.2, therefore the present experimental data for
qualities greater than 0.2 was compared against the correlation, improving the agreement.
Comparisons of the two-phase heat transfer coefficient predicted by the correlation against the
experimental data are shown in Fig. 7.7, for all qualities, and in Fig. 7.8, for qualities greater than
0.2.
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Figure 7.7 – Comparison of two-phase heat transfer coefficient data with predictions of Kandlikar
and Balasubramanian (2004) for all data.
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Figure 7.8 – Comparison of two-phase heat transfer coefficient data with predictions of Kandlikar
and Balasubramanian (2004) for quality values higher than 0.2.
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The Lee and Mudawar (2005b) correlation is defined by a set of equations according to
quality ranges. The equation for qualities below 0.05 clearly under predicts the data. The equation
used for qualities between 0.05 and 0.50, where most of data points are located, predicted the data
with excellent agreement. Comparisons of the two-phase heat transfer coefficient predicted by the
correlation against the experimental data are shown in Fig. 7.9, for all qualities, and in Fig. 7.10,
for qualities between 0.05 and 0.50.
The experimental data were also compared against the correlation results along with
quality, channel size, and mass flux. The comparisons with correlation by Kandlikar and
Balasubramanian (2004) and Lee and Mudawar (2005b) are shown in Fig. 7.11 and 7.12,
respectively. It can be said that the correlations by Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004), for
quality above 0.2 (MAE = 31.10 %), and Lee and Mudawar (2005b), for quality between 0.05
and 0.50 (MAE = 25.87 %), satisfactorily predicted the experimental data. The classical
correlations developed for large channels failed in predicting the data.

+ 40 %
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Lee and Mudawar

MAE = 35.35 %

hpred (W/m2K)

‐ 40 %

1.E+03
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Figure 7.9 – Comparison of two-phase heat transfer coefficient data with predictions of Lee and
Mudawar (2005b) for all data.
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Figure 7.10 – Comparison of two-phase heat transfer coefficient data with predictions of Lee and
Mudawar (2005b) for quality values between 0.05 and 0.50.
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Figure 7.11 – Comparison of two-phase heat transfer coefficient data with predictions of
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004) versus quality.
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Figure 7.12 – Comparison of two-phase heat transfer coefficient data with predictions of Lee and
Mudawar (2005b) versus quality.

7.2. Pressure drop correlations

A total of 21 correlations were used in predicting the two-phase frictional pressure drop,
including classical correlations for large diameters, and empirical correlations developed for
small channels. As mentioned earlier, the two-phase liquid only Reynolds number Relo in all data
used in this section is between 1000 and 2000. This range is defined as a laminar-turbulent
transition region by Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) and their two-phase multiplier.
The separated flow model correlations were empirically obtained by the respective authors
using the two-phase Lockhart-Martinelli multiplier. The authors correlated their data to one of
these following characteristics of the flow regime that are present in the two-phase multiplier:
laminar liquid-laminar vapor, laminar liquid-turbulent vapor, and turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor.
In the present case with acetone, the vapor only Reynolds number Revo indicates a turbulent vapor
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flow because of the low vapor viscosity, and the liquid only Reynolds number Relo indicates
transition region between laminar and turbulent.
The results from test sections of 0.75 x 0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x 1.50 mm
channels were compared individually against the pressure drop correlations. The homogeneous
models under predicted the data in all cases.
For the present case where the fluid is evaporated from liquid at saturation temperature
(x=0) to a vapor-liquid mixture at quality x, the two-phase frictional pressure drop is obtained
from Eqs. (85) to (87) from Collier (1972).The results were computed utilizing Maple software,
solving the analytical integration numerically.

(85)

(86)

1

.

(87)

For the 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels, correlations using the laminar liquid-laminar vapor twophase multiplier showed better agreement with data. The classical correlations of Lockhart and
Martinelli (1949) and Chisholm (1973) B-coefficient predicted the data with good agreement, as
well as Mishima and Hibiki (1996) correlation for small channels. The MAE for all correlations is
listed in Table 7.2 for the 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels. A comparison between the two-phase
frictional pressure drop measured and predicted is presented from Figs. 7.13 to 7.16 for the
correlations showing good agreement.
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Table 7.2 – MAE for two-phase frictional pressure drop correlations, 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels,
exit quality between 0.08 and 0.41, and mass flux between 379 and 389 kg/m2s.
Flow Model

Channel Size
Regular

Homogeneous
Small

Regular

Separated
Small

Correlation
McAdams et al
Cicchitti et al
Lin et al
Yan and Lin
Lockhart-Martinelli
Lockhart-Martinelli
Friedel
Chisholm
Mishimaand Hibiki
Lee and Garimella
Qu and Mudawar
Lee and Mudawar
Wambsganss et al
Lee and Lee
Yu et al
Kawahara et al
Lee and Mudawar
Lazarek and Black
Warrier et al
Choi et al
Zhang and Webb
Tran et al

Characteristic
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
B-coefficient
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
B-coefficient

MAE (%)
72.91
59.89
69.86
54.84
28.74
170.44
333.97
26.89
26.02
322.74
52.99
104.80
52.32
94.34
75.60
60.49
215.09
698.55
891.11
1062.50
1264.76
147.17

5.E+04
+ 40 %

ΔPpred (Pa)

0.75 x 0.75 mm
379 kg/m2s < G < 389 kg/m2s
0.08 < x exit <0.41
MAE = 28.74 %
‐ 40 %

Lockhart‐Martinelli
(laminar liquid ‐
laminar vapor)
5.E+03
5.E+03

5.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.13 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Lockhart
and Martinelli (1949) laminar liquid-laminar vapor for the 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels.
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0.75 x 0.75 mm
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0.08 < x exit <0.41
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‐ 40 %

Chisholm B‐coefficient

5.E+03
5.E+03

5.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.14 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of
Chisholm (1973) B-coefficient correlation for the 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels.
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‐ 40 %
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5.E+03
5.E+03

5.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.15 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Mishima
and Hibiki (1996) for the 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels.
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5.E+03

5.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.16 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Qu and
Mudawar (2003a) for the 0.75 x 0.75 mm channels.
For the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels, correlations using the laminar liquid-laminar vapor twophase multiplier showed better agreement with data, with little improvement in relation to the
0.75 x 0.75 mm channels results. The classical correlations of Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) and
Chisholm (1973) B-coefficient predicted the data with good agreement, as well as Mishima and
Hibiki (1996), and Qu and Mudawar (2003a) correlations for small channels. The MAE for all
correlations is listed in table 7.3 for the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels. A comparison between the twophase frictional pressure drop measured and predicted is presented from Figs. 7.17 to 7.20 for the
correlations showing good agreement.
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Table 7.3 – MAE for two-phase frictional pressure drop correlations, 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels,
exit quality between 0.12 and 0.43, and mass flux between 256 and 383 kg/m2s.
Flow Model

Channel Size
Regular

Homogeneous
Small

Regular

Separated
Small

Correlation
McAdams et al
Cicchitti et al
Lin et al
Yan and Lin
Lockhart-Martinelli
Lockhart-Martinelli
Friedel
Chisholm
Mishimaand Hibiki
Lee and Garimella
Qu and Mudawar
Lee and Mudawar
Wambsganss et al
Lee and Lee
Yu et al
Kawahara et al
Lee and Mudawar
Lazarek and Black
Warrier et al
Choi et al
Zhang and Webb
Tran et al

Characteristic
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
B-coefficient
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
B-coefficient

MAE (%)
77.72
66.86
75.25
32.57
24.40
100.93
240.81
18.44
20.33
341.05
20.98
42.06
59.92
51.39
80.77
70.70
134.85
527.93
678.91
891.60
901.85
49.98

2.E+04

ΔPpred (Pa)

1.00 x 1.00 mm
256 kg/m2s < G < 383 kg/m2s
0.12 < x exit <0.43
MAE = 24.40 %

+ 40 %

Lockhart‐Martinelli
(laminar liquid ‐
laminar vapor)
‐ 40 %
2.E+03
2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.17 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Lockhart
and Martinelli (1949) laminar liquid-laminar vapor for the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels.
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2.E+04

ΔPpred (Pa)

1.00 x 1.00 mm
256 kg/m2s < G < 383 kg/m2s
0.12 < xexit <0.43
MAE = 18.44 %

+ 40 %

‐ 40 %

Chisholm B‐coefficient
2.E+03
2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.18 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of
Chisholm (1973) B-coefficient correlation for the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels.
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256 kg/m2s < G < 383 kg/m2s
0.12 < x exit <0.43
MAE = 20.33 %

+ 40 %

Mishima and Hibiki
‐ 40 %
2.E+03
2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.19 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Mishima
and Hibiki (1996) for the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels.
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2.E+04

ΔPpred (Pa)

1.00 x 1.00 mm
256 kg/m2s < G < 383 kg/m2s
0.12 < xexit <0.43
MAE = 20.98 %

+ 40 %

Qu and Mudawar
‐ 40 %
2.E+03
2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.20 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Qu and
Mudawar (2003a) for the 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels.
For the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels, correlations using the turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor
two-phase multiplier showed better agreement with data. This might be explained because of the
increase in hydraulic diameter, suggesting that the transition from laminar to turbulent occurred at
lower Reynolds numbers, when comparing with the smaller channels results.
The classical correlation of Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) showed excellent agreement
with data, while the Chisholm (1973) B-coefficient clearly under predicted the results. The
classical correlation by Friedel (1979) also predicted the data with good agreement.
The Lazarek and Black (1982) correlation for small channels, which is a slight
modification of the Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) correlation for turbulent liquid-turbulent
vapor, showed the better agreement with data between the correlations developed for small
channels but over predicted the results. The MAE for all correlations is listed in Table 7.4 for the
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1.50 x 1.50 mm channels. A comparison between the two-phase frictional pressure drop measured
and predicted is presented from Figs. 7.21 to 7.26 for a few correlations.
Table 7.4 – MAE for two-phase frictional pressure drop correlations, 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels,
exit quality between 0.09 and 0.43, and mass flux between 141 and 266 kg/m2s.
Flow Model

Channel Size
Regular

Homogeneous
Small

Regular

Separated
Small

Correlation
McAdams et al
Cicchitti et al
Lin et al
Yan and Lin
Lockhart-Martinelli
Lockhart-Martinelli
Friedel
Chisholm
Mishimaand Hibiki
Lee and Garimella
Qu and Mudawar
Lee and Mudawar
Wambsganss et al
Lee and Lee
Yu et al
Kawahara et al
Lee and Mudawar
Lazarek and Black
Warrier et al
Choi et al
Zhang and Webb
Tran et al
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Characteristic
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
B-coefficient
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - laminar vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
laminar liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor
B-coefficient

MAE (%)
95.94
94.01
95.49
77.62
58.37
8.74
18.34
77.05
70.07
66.01
73.86
76.10
76.77
62.20
97.09
92.78
60.30
49.09
85.07
194.25
132.20
70.10

2.E+04

ΔPpred (Pa)

1.50 x 1.50 mm
141 kg/m2s < G < 266 kg/m2s
0.09 < x exit <0.43
MAE = 8.74 %

+ 40 %

‐ 40 %

Lockhart Martinelli
(turbulent liquid ‐
turbulent vapor)

2.E+03
2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.21 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Lockhart
and Martinelli (1949) turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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0.09 < x exit <0.43
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+ 40 %

Friedel
‐ 40 %
2.E+03
2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.22 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Friedel
(1979) for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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Chisholm B‐coefficient
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1.E+03

1.E+04
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Figure 7.23 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of
Chisholm (1973) B-coefficient correlation for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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+ 40 %
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Lazarek and Black
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2.E+03

2.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.24 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Lazarek
and Black (1982) for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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Mishima and Hibiki
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1.E+03

1.E+04

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.25 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Mishima
and Hibiki (1996) for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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Figure 7.26 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Qu and
Mudawar (2003a) for the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels.
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The Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) correlation, laminar liquid-laminar vapor parameter for
0.75 x 0.75 mm and 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels, and turbulent liquid -turbulent vapor parameter for
1.50 x 1.50 mm channels, predicted the experimental data very well as shown in Fig. 7.27. The
two-phase frictional pressure drop could be predicted successfully by the separated flow model,
as indicated by the majority of research in two-phase flow in small channels.
1.E+05
+ 40 %
Lockhart‐Martinelli

ΔPpred (Pa)

MAE = 20.32 %
‐ 40 %
1.E+04

0.75 x 0.75 mm (laminar liquid ‐ laminar vapor)
1.00 x 1.00 mm (laminar liquid ‐ laminar vapor)
1.50 x 1.50 mm (turbulent liquid ‐ turbulent vapor)
1.E+03
1.E+03

1.E+04

1.E+05

ΔPexp (Pa)

Figure 7.27 – Comparison of two-phase frictional pressure drop data with predictions of Lockhart
and Martinelli (1949) correlation for 0.75 x 0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x 1.50 mm
channels.
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8.

DISCUSSION

The previous sections allowed some observations to be made concerning flow boiling in
the present study. A significant improvement in the two-phase heat transfer coefficient was
observed with decrease in channel size. Also a tendency of higher heat transfer coefficients at
very low qualities was noticed, being more evident in smaller channels. Literature indicates that
the onset of nucleation and a dominance of nucleate boiling are responsible for the elevated
values. After this low quality region, the heat transfer coefficient seems to maintain a steady
value for the range of qualities tested. No dependence of mass flux was observed.
The two-phase heat transfer coefficient was seen to increase with heat flux. However, this
effect was more clearly noticed at higher values of heat flux, and was more evident as the
channels size was reduced. No significant variation was observed at lower values of heat flux.
Other factors that slightly increased the heat transfer coefficient were increase of the inlet
pressure and decrease of the inlet temperature. The experimental results tend to indicate a
mechanism similar to nucleate boiling dominant flow.
The two-phase frictional pressure drop was confirmed as the main component of the total
pressure drop. It was seen to increase with increasing mass flux and exit quality, the last one
being proportional to the heat flux applied.
Surprisingly, the two-phase frictional pressure drop slightly increased for the 1.50 x 1.50
mm channels in relation to the 1.00 x 1.00 mm, indicating that an earlier transition to turbulent
flow might have occurred. Other factors that slightly increase the two-phase frictional pressure
drop include decrease of the inlet pressure and increase of the inlet temperature.
The limited range of mass flux did not allow a good comparison between different
channels sizes, but no drastic difference in two-phase frictional pressure drop was observed for
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similar mass fluxes, which is surprising. Different flow patterns might explain the results. For
similar volumetric flow rates, which are proportional to pump work, the two-phase frictional
pressure drop is seen to increase with decreasing channel size, as expected.
The two-phase heat transfer coefficient results were compared against correlations
developed for regular size channels and for small channels. The classical correlations over
predicted the experimental data, showing better agreement as the channel size increased. The Liu
and Winterton (1991) correlation had the better agreement with data between the correlations
developed for regular size channels. Correlations developed for small channels had in general a
better agreement with the heat transfer data. Recent correlations by Kandlikar and
Balasubramanian (2004) and Lee and Mudawar (2005b) showed good agreement.
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004) recommended their correlation for qualities above
0.20, and the correlation does show a better agreement within this range of qualities. It is
interesting to notice that convective boiling is dominant according to the correlation for the
present experimental conditions and for qualities above 0.20.
Lee and Mudawar (2005b) correlation predicts the data according to quality ranges. For
the range between 0.05 and 0.50, the correlation predicted the data extremely well, while it under
predicted for qualities bellow 0.05. The authors had a limited database in developing the
correlation for the lower range of qualities, while for the medium range, multiple fluids and
parameters were considered. They observed heat flux dependency on the heat transfer coefficient
for qualities bellow 0.60, and while most visual tests indicated slug and annular flow, the authors
noticed the presence of small bubbles between subsequent elongated slugs and nucleation sites
along the channel. The authors define the heat transfer regime as convective boiling dominant,
but it is noticeable that a combination of nucleate and convective boiling are included in their
empirical equations.
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Two-phase frictional pressure correlations compared against the data were divided into two
main groups: correlations using the homogeneous flow model, and correlations using the
separated flow model. Each group containing classical correlations developed for regular size
channels, and correlations developed specifically for small channels.
The homogeneous models clearly under predicted the data. This reinforces the observations
from recent studies where annular and slug flows are seen as dominant in small channels, even at
very low quality ranges. The separated flow models are all variations of the Lockhart and
Martinelli (1949) work, indicative of good acceptance of the original model for small channels.
The modifications however include particularities of each author’s work and there is no
consensus over a specific correlation developed for small channels.
The correlation that showed better agreement with all pressure drop data was the Lockhart
and Martinelli (1949). For the 0.75 x 0.75 mm and 1.00 x 1.00 mm channels, the combination of
laminar liquid-laminar vapor predicted the data successfully. For the largest channels, 1.50 x 1.50
mm, the turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor combination provided excellent agreement.
The experimental two-phase flow of acetone was within range of transition between
laminar and turbulent for the liquid phase, and because of its low vapor viscosity, only turbulent
regime for vapor phase. However, the laminar liquid-laminar vapor combination predicted the
data well for the smaller channels of 0.75 x 0.75 mm and 1.00 x 1.00 mm, while the turbulent
vapor combinations over predicted the data. For the 1.50 x 1.50 mm channels, correlations
developed for small channels failed to predict the data while the classical correlations, in general,
showed excellent agreement. From these observations in the two-phase frictional pressure drop,
the transition to turbulent flow regime appear to occur at lower Reynolds numbers for the 1.50 x
1.50 mm channels in the present experimental conditions.
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9.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Flow boiling in parallel rectangular mini-channels was investigated in this work. High
performance heat exchangers can be developed using forced two-phase flow through small
channels, providing high heat transfer coefficients in compact devices with high surface area per
volume ratio. The two-phase flow also allows a much more uniform temperature along the heat
exchanger compared to single-phase flow.
An experimental investigation of two-phase heat transfer and pressure drop in forced flow
of acetone through parallel rectangular mini-channels with cross sections 0.50 x 0.50 mm, 0.75 x
0.75 mm, 1.00 x 1.00 mm, and 1.50 x 1.50 mm was conducted. The experimental results were
compared with available predictive methods in order to verify their applicability in design of
compact heat exchangers with flow boiling in parallel rectangular mini-channels.
The following conclusions can be made:
• The two-phase heat transfer coefficient was found independent of quality for the range
tested except at low qualities, where a slight increase in heat transfer was observed. It was
also found to be independent of mass flux, and dependent of heat flux, where the later was
more evident at higher heat fluxes and smaller channels. An increase in system pressure
and a decrease of inlet temperature were seen to slightly increase heat transfer. These
observations indicate a dominance of a mechanism similar to nucleate boiling.
• The correlation for small channels developed by Lee and Mudawar (2005) predicted the
two-phase heat transfer coefficient with good agreement. The mean absolute error between
experimental and predicted values was 25 % for the quality range of 0.05 to 0.50.
Correlations developed for regular size channels over predicted the data, but improved
agreement was observed as the channels size increased.
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• The two-phase frictional pressure drop was found to increase with mass flux and exit
quality, the later being proportional to the heat flux applied. A decrease in system pressure
and an increase of inlet temperature were seen to slightly increase frictional pressure drop.
Surprisingly, no drastic variation was observed for different channels sizes at the same
mass flux and exit quality. Different flow patterns might explain the results.
• The classical separated flow model by Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) predicted the
trend of two-phase frictional pressure drop with good agreement. The mean absolute error
between experimental and predicted values was 20 %. Homogeneous pressure drop models
clearly under predicted the experimental data.
In future research, visualization experiments of flow patterns are highly recommended to
help understanding the flow boiling characteristics in small channels.
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